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Contemporary Mathematics

On the Splitting of the Dual Goldie Torsion Theory

Christian Lomp

Abstract. The splitting of the Goldie (or singular) torsion theory has been
extensively studied. Here we determine an appropriate dual Goldie torsion
theory, discuss its splitting and answer in the negative a question proposed by
Özcan and Harmancı as to whether the splitting of the dual Goldie torsion

theory implies the ring to be quasi-Frobenius.

1. Introduction

Let R be an associative ring with unit and M a left R-module. A submodule
N of M is called essential in M (denoted by N E M) if N ∩ L 6= 0 holds for
every non-zero submodule L of M . A left R-module M is called singular if there
are left R-modules L and K such that K is an essential submodule of L and
M ≃ L/K. We denote the class of singular left R-modules by R-Sing and the
sum of all singular submodules of a module M by Z(RM) := trace(R-Sing, M),
where the trace of a class of modules into a module is defined by trace(X , M) :=
∑

{Im (f) : f ∈ Hom (X, M), X ∈ X}. The lattice-theoretical dual of the notion
of essential submodules are small submodules N of M (denoted by N ≪ M) that
have the property that N +L 6= M holds for every proper submodule L of M . Dual
to a singular module, a left R-module M is called small if there are left R-modules
K and L such that K is a small submodule of L and M ≃ K. A definition of small
and singular objects of abelian categories was given by B.Pareigis (see [P]). It is
easily verified that M is a small left R-module if and only if it is a small submodule
of its injective hull E(M) (see for example [L, Theorem 1]). We denote the class
of small left R-modules by R-Small and denote the sum of all small submodules
of a module M by Z∗(RM) := trace(R-Small, M). The class of small modules is
closed under submodules, homomorphic images and finite direct sums. Note that
a simple left R-module is either singular or projective and either small or injective.
Small and singular modules occur in decomposition theorems of modules over quasi
Frobenius rings (QF-rings).
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2 CHRISTIAN LOMP

Theorem 1.1 (Rayar [R82, Theorem 7, Corollary 11], Oshiro [O]). Let R be
a ring. The following are equivalent:

(a) R is a QF-ring;
(b) every left R-module is a direct sum of a projective and a small module;
(c) every left R-module is a direct sum of an injective and a singular module;
(d) Soc (RR) ⊆ Soc (RR) holds and

(i) every left R-module is a direct sum of an injective and a small module
or

(ii) every right R-module is a direct sum of a projective and a singular
module.

Recently Özcan and Harmancı proved in [OH] that modules over QF-rings have
a direct sum decomposition into two ”orthogonal” classes of modules. In Section
2 we will realize those two module classes as a torsion and torsion free class of a
hereditary torsion theory - the dual Goldie torsion theory - and state some basic
properties. Those rings whose dual Goldie torsion theory is trivial or improper will
be studied in Section 3. Especially those rings R that are small R-submodules of
their injective hull will be discussed. In Section 4 we will determine when the dual
Goldie torsion theory splits. In particular we will characterize semilocal rings whose
dual Goldie torsion theory is splitting as those that cogenerate all injective simple
left R-modules. Hence semilocal left Kasch rings have this property. We will give a
list of classes of rings whose dual Goldie torsion theory is splitting, but that are far
from being QF. This answers in the negative a question of Özcan and Harmancı as
to whether the splitting of the dual Goldie torsion theory implies the ring to be QF
(see [OH, pp 325]). For all unexplained ring- and module-theoretical notations we
refer to [W91]; for all unexplained torsion-theoretical notations we refer to [G].

2. Dual Goldie Torsion Theory

Let X be a class of left R-modules closed under ismorphisms and submodules.
Define the following classes:

F(X ) :={M ∈ R-Mod |∀X ∈ X : Hom (X, M) = 0}

T(X ) :={N ∈ R-Mod |∀M ∈ F(X ) : Hom (N, M) = 0}

Then (T(X ), F(X )) is a hereditary torsion theory (see [BKN, II1.3]), the smallest
hereditary torsion theory such that all X -modules are torsion. The torsion radical
is τX (M) = trace(T(X ), M) and trace(X , M) E τX (M) holds. This kind of tor-
sion theory has also been extensively studied by Harmancı and Smith, where the
corresponding torsion radical was denoted by H∗ (see in [HS]).

The following are easily checked:

T(X ) ={N ∈ R-Mod |∀U ⊂ V ⊆ N : trace(X , V/U) 6= 0}

F(X ) ={M ∈ R-Mod |trace(X , M) = 0}
(2.1)

The Goldie torsion theory is defined as: τG = (T(R-Sing), F(R-Sing)). V.S. Ra-
mamurthi defined a dual Goldie torsion theory as τcG = (T(R-Small), F(R-Small))
and studied some of its properties in [R]. We have Z∗(M) = M ∩ Rad (E(M)) E

τcG(M) for every left R-module M .
The class of singular modules is closed under arbitrary direct sums, but does

not have to be closed under extensions in general. In case of a nonsigular ring
R-Sing = T(R-Sing). The class of small modules is, in general, neither closed under
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arbitrary direct sums nor under extensions. A necessary and sufficient condition
for R-Small to be closed under direct sums is that every injective left R-module has
a small radical (see [R82, Lemma 9]).

Related to τcG are two classes of modules introduced by Özcan and Harmancı
in [OH]:

X :={M ∈ R-Mod |Z∗(M) = 0}

X∗ :={M ∈ R-Mod |∀U ⊂ V ⊆ M : Z∗(V/U) 6= 0}

From (2.1) we see that τcG = (X∗, X). Özcan and Harmancı showed that over a
QF-ring every left R-module is a direct sum of an X-module and an X∗-module. In
other words they showed that τcG splits over QF-rings. They raised the question,
“Is a ring R whose dual Goldie torsion theory τcG is splitting a QF ring ? (see [OH,
pp 325]). It is not difficult to see that this question has a negative answer, and we
will discuss the splitting of τcG in the sequel.

A different approach to defining a dual Goldie torsion theory was proposed by
A.I. Generalov in [Ge]. Let X be a class of left R-modules closed under ismorphisms
and submodules. Define the following classes:

T⊥(X ) :={M ∈ R-Mod |∀X ∈ X : Hom (M, X) = 0}

F⊥(X ) :={N ∈ R-Mod |∀M ∈ T⊥(X ) : Hom (M, N) = 0}

Then (T⊥(X ), F⊥(X )) is a torsion theory, not necessarily hereditary. Denote the
reject of X in M by reject(M,X ) :=

⋂

{ker g : g ∈ Hom(M, X), X ∈ X}. Then we
see as above:

T⊥(X ) ={M ∈ R-Mod |reject(M,X ) = M}

F⊥(X ) ={N ∈ R-Mod |∀0 ⊂ U ⊆ M : reject(U,X ) 6= U}
(2.2)

The torsion class T⊥(R-Small) has the property that M ∈ T⊥(R-Small) if and only
if every factor module of M is τcG-torsion free. We denote this torsion theory by
τcG

⊥, for if τcG
⊥ is hereditary, then it is the pseudo-complement of τcG in the lattice

of hereditary torsion theories R-tors (see [G, pp. 280]).
A characterization of τcG

⊥-torsion modules was given in [Ge] and [Lo]:

Proposition 2.1 (Lomp [Lo, 5.1], Generalov [Ge, Proposition 3]). Let R be
a ring and let M be a left R-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) M is τcG
⊥-torsion;

(b) ∀K ∈ R-Mod and 0 6= f : M → K, Im (f) 6≪ K;
(c) ∀K ∈ R-Mod and 0 6= f : M → K, Im (f) is coclosed in K, i.e. Im (f)/L 6≪

K/L for all L ⊂ Im (f) ;
(d) for every factor module L of M and diagram in R-Mod

0 −−−−→ A
i

−−−−→ B

f





y

L

there exists a factor module π : L → L̃ and a g ∈ Hom (B, L̃) such that
ig = fπ holds.

The following result is easily verified:
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Lemma 2.2. F(R-Small) = T⊥(R-Small) if and only if τcG is cohereditary and
τcG

⊥ is hereditary.

The torsion radical of τcG
⊥ can also be defined via an inductive construc-

tion of a preradical ρ given by Generalov: for any module M let σ1(M) :=
reject(M, R-Small), for any ordinal number α define σα+1(M) := reject(σα(M), R-Small)
and if α is a limit ordinal, let σα(M) :=

⋂

β<α σβ(M). Then there exists an

ordinal number γ such that σγ(M) = σγ+1(M). Hence define a preradical by
ρ(M) := σγ(M). Generalov showed that ρ is an idempotent preradical, that de-
fines the torsion class T⊥(R-Small), and called it the dual Goldie torsion theory.

3. V-Rings, Small Rings and Almost Small Rings

All torsion theories are considered as torsion theories of left R-modules unless
otherwise specified. We will use the torsion theoretical notion for ξ to denote the
trivial torsion theory (all non-zero modules are torsion free ) and χ to denote the
improper torsion theory (all modules are torsion).

3.1. V-Rings. We first examine when τcG becomes trivial.

Proposition 3.1. Let R be a ring. Then R is a left V -ring if and only if
τcG = ξ if and only if RR is τcG

⊥-torsion.

Proof. Simple modules are either small or injective (see [R82]). If τcG = ξ,
then all simple left R-modules are injective and hence R is a left V -ring. On
the other hand, if R is a left V -ring, then Rad (M) = 0 for all left R-modules
M . Hence there are no non-zero small left R-modules and τcG = ξ. Obviously
τcG = ξ ⇔ τcG

⊥ = χ ⇔ RR is τcG
⊥-torsion.

If τcG = ξ, then τcG is trivially splitting; e.g. for a direct product of fields τcG

is splitting. The following example of a τcG-torsion free ring R with τcG 6= ξ shows
that R being τcG-torsion free is not sufficient for R to be a V -ring.

Example 3.2. The endomorphism ring S of an infinite dimensional vector
space Vk over a field k is a von Neumann regular left self-injective ring, but not
a left V -ring (since SV is a simple, non-injective S-module and hence small, see
[W91, 23.6]). As S is left self-injective, we have Jac (S) = Z∗(SS). Moreover
Jac (S) = 0, as S is von Neumann regular. Thus S is τcG-torsion free, but τcG 6= ξ.

3.2. Small Rings. We will now examine when τcG becomes improper. A ring
R is called left small if RR is a small module; e.g. Z is a small ring as it is small in

ZQ. A left small ring R is τcG-torsion as left R-module. Hence every left R-module
is τcG-torsion and we have τcG = χ.

Proposition 3.3 (Ramamurthi [R, 3.3], Pareigis [P, Satz 4.8]). Let R be a ring
and let E(R) be the injective hull of RR. Then the following conditions are equiv-
alent:

(a) R is a left small ring;
(b) Rad (M) = M for every injective left R-module M ;
(c) Rad (E(R)) = E(R).

Harada showed that a commutative ring is small in its classical quotient ring
if and only if every maximal ideal contains a regular element ([H, Theorem 2]).
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Theorem 3.4. Let R be a ring such that every left primitve ideal contains a
regular element. Then R is left small.

Proof. Assume R is not small in its injective hull E := E(R). Then there
exists a submodule N ⊆ E such that R + N = E as left R-modules. Hence E/N
is cyclic and has a maximal submodule M/N . The left annihilator I := l(E/M)
of the left simple R-module E/M contains a regular element x by hypothesis. As
E is a divisible left R-module, we have x(E/M) = 0 ⇒ E = xE ⊆ M , which is a
contradiction. Hence R has to be small in E(R).

As a corollary we get the following known results:

Corollary 3.5. Proper integral domains (Pareigis, [P, Folgerung 5.3]), rings
whose Jacobson radical contains a regular element (Ramamurthi, [R, Proposition

3.4]) and prime left Goldie rings that are not left primitive (Özcan, [Oz, 2.2.5]) are
small rings.

Recall that a left R-module M is torsionfree (in the usual sense) if rm 6= 0
holds for every m ∈ M and r ∈ R. The following result shows that small rings
bring some restrictions.

Proposition 3.6. Let R be a left small ring, E an injective left R-module and
λ the cardinality of an generating set of E. Then λ ≥ ℵ0 and R(λ) is not a small
left R-module. Moreover the cardinality of any independent family of submodules
of a finitely generated torsionfree left R-module M is bounded by λ. If λ = ℵ0,
every finitely generated torsionfree left R-module has finite Goldie dimension.

Proof. First note that E is generated by R(λ) and that an injective left R-
module cannot be small. Therefore λ has to be infinite and R(λ) cannot be a small
module. If we have an independent family of cardinality λ′ of cyclic submodules
of a finitely generated torsionfree left R-module M , then R(λ′) embeds into M . If
λ′ ≥ λ, then R(λ′) is not small. Hence M is not small, which contradicts the fact
that M is a small module as it is a homomorphic image of a finite direct sum of
copies of the small module RR. Thus λ′ < λ.

Remark 3.7. Small rings form a class of rings where small modules are not
closed under arbitrary direct sums. Contrary to this class are left max rings. A
ring R is called a left max ring if every left R-module has a maximal submodule,
or equivalently, if every left R-module has a small radical. By M.Rayar’s result
mentioned above, R-Small is closed under arbitrary direct sums over a max ring
R. It is well-known that R is left perfect if and only if R is a semilocal left max
ring. Hence we already encountered a huge class of rings, namely the small rings,
whose dual Goldie torsion theory (trivially) splits, but that cannot be perfect (nor

QF) answering in the negative a question of Özcan and Harmancı as to whether the
splitting of τcG implies the ring to be QF. As an additional observation together
with 3.4, we have that a left max domain has to be left primitive.

3.3. Almost Small Rings. Let us call a ring R left almost small if τcG = χ.
Obviously every left small ring is left almost small, and a ring R is left almost small
if and only if RR is τcG-torsion. So τcG trivially splits for left almost small rings.

Proposition 3.8. Any local ring is either a division ring or else left and right
almost small.
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Proof. Let R be a local ring. If R/Jac(R) is injective, then R is a left V -ring.
Hence Jac (R) = 0, which implies R is a division ring. If R is not a division ring,
then R/Jac (R) must be a small left (or right) R-module. Thus R is τcG-torsion,
as Jac (R) is small and τcG-torsion modules are closed under extensions. Hence R
is left and right almost small.

4. The splitting of the dual Goldie torsion theory.

There are many example of rings where the dual Goldie torsion theory splits.
M.Rayar proved in [R87, Proposition 1] that a direct product of a family of proper
integral domains is a small ring. Hence any product of integral domains is a direct
product of a small and a V -ring; thus τcG splits. Take, for instance, R = ZN × QN.

We will need the next technical lemma to investigate torsion theories of finite
products of rings.

Lemma 4.1. Let R1, . . . , Rn be rings and denote by R := R1 × · · · × Rn their
direct product with componentwise multiplication. For all i, let Xi ⊆ Ri − Mod
be classes of left Ri-modules closed under submodules and isomorphisms and set
X :=

⊕n

i=1 Xi. Then F(X ) =
⊕n

i=1 F(Xi) and T(X ) =
⊕n

i=1 T(Xi) (where the
F(Xi), resp. T(Xi), are formed in Ri − Mod).

Proof. Note that the unit of R is 1 = (1R1
, . . . , 1Rn

) and that R =
⊕n

i=1 Ri

as a left R-module. Hence for all M ∈ R−Mod we have M =
∑n

i=1 Mi with Mi :=
RiM . Every left Ri-module M becomes a left R-module by (r1, . . . , rn) ·m := rim.
Note that Ri · Mj = 0 if i 6= j. Therefore every M ∈ R − Mod can be decomposed
as M =

⊕n

i=1 Mi. Let M ∈ Ri − Mod and N ∈ R − Mod such that Ni = 0; then
HomR(N, M) = 0. Now let N, M ∈ R − Mod:

Hom(M, N) ≃
n

⊕

i=1

n
⊕

j=1

Hom(Mi, Nj) =
n

⊕

i=1

Hom(Mi, Ni).

Hence trace(X , M) =
⊕n

i=1 trace(Xi, Mi) holds, which implies F(X ) =
⊕n

i=1 F(Xi)
and T(X ) =

⊕n

i=1 T(Xi).

Thus as a direct consequence we get the following corollary (note that R-Small =
⊕n

i=1 Ri-Small holds). Let us denote by Ri
τ a torsion theory in Ri-tors.

Corollary 4.2. Let R = R1×· · ·×Rn. Then RτcG = (R1
τcG)×· · ·×(Rn

τcG).

As a consequence of Corollary 4.2 and the facts that every commutative semiper-
fect ring is a direct product of local rings and every local ring is either a division
ring or almost small by Proposition 3.8, we observe:

Corollary 4.3. Any commutative semiperfect ring is a direct product of an
almost small ring and a semisimple ring.

A torsion theory τ is called cohereditary if the class of τ -torsionfree modules is
closed under homomorphic images. Example 3.2 shows that τcG does not have to
be cohereditary. With the help of the above Corollary 4.2 we can determine when
τcG splits for rings with cohereditary dual Goldie torsion theory:

Theorem 4.4. Let R be a ring. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) τcG is splitting and cohereditary;
(b) R ≃ T × S with T a left almost small and S a left V-ring;
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Proof. (a) ⇒ (b) Let RR = RT ⊕ RS with RT = τcG(RR) and RS being
τcG-torsion free. We have Hom (T, S) = 0, and thus TS = 0 implies that T is
an ideal in R. As the class of τcG-torsion free modules is closed under homorphic
images, we have Hom (S, T ) = 0 and thus ST = 0. Hence T and S are ideals with
T ∩ S = 0. Thus R = T × S, and as τcG is cohereditary, all τcG-torsion left R-
modules are generated by RT and all τcG-torsion free left R-modules are generated
by RS. Thus T is left almost small and S a left V-ring.
(b) ⇒ (a) By Corollary 4.2 we have (T(R-Small), F(R-Small)) = (T − Mod, S −
Mod), and every left R-module M can be decomposed into M = TM ⊕SM . Thus
τcG is splitting. τcG is cohereditary since F(R-Small) = S-Mod.

A module M is called cosemisimple if Rad (M/K) = 0 for all K ⊂ M . All τcG-
torsion free modules are cosemisimple in case that τcG is cohereditary. In the next
proposition we will characterize when τcG is cohereditary. Recall that a module M
is called τ -injective with respect to a hereditary torsion theory τ if M is injective
with respect to all short exact sequences 0 → L → N → K → 0 such that K is
τ -torsion.

Proposition 4.5. Let R be a ring. Then the following conditions are equiva-
lent:

(a) τcG is cohereditary;
(b) all τcG-torsion free left R-modules are τcG-injective;
(c) E(M)/M is τcG-torsion free for all τcG-torsion free left R-modules M .

If one of the above conditions hold, then all τcG-torsion free left R-modules are
cosemisimple.

Proof. (a) ⇒ (c) is trivial; (c) ⇔ (b) holds for any torsion theory (see [W96]).
(b) ⇒ (a) Since τcG is hereditary, every submodule N of a τcG-torsion free module
M with M/N being τcG-torsion satisfies M ≃ N ⊕ M/N and so N = M .

For semilocal rings R the dual Goldie torsion theory becomes rather simple. Let
R-Simp, and let C, resp. I, denote the class of simple, semisimple, resp. injective,
left R-modules. Before we state a more general result about the splitting of τcG.
We note that the following equivalences hold:

F(R-Small) ⊆ C ⇔ F(R-Small) ⊆ I ⇔ F(R-Small) = C ∩ I.

Moreover in this situation τcG is cohereditary and the dual Goldie torsion theory is
nothing but the torsion theory cogenerated by the injective simple left R-modules;
i.e. τcG = χ{R-Simp ∩ I}. We have this situation when R/Z∗(RR) is semisimple;
e.g., R is semilocal.

Theorem 4.6. Let R be a ring with R/Z∗(RR) semisimple. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:

(a) τcG is splitting;
(b) R ≃ T × S with T a left almost small and S a semisimple ring;
(c) τcG is stable ( i.e. the τcG-torsion class is closed under essential extensions);
(d) all τcG-torsion free modules are projective;
(e) all injective simple left R-modules are projective;
(f) τG ≤ τcG (i.e, τcG is a generalization of τG);
(g) all singular left R-modules are τcG-torsion;
(h) R cogenerates all injective simple left R-modules.
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Proof. If R/Z∗(RR) is semisimple, then all τcG-torsion free modules are semi-
simple as Z∗(RR)M = 0. By the above we have F(R-Small) = C ∩ I; thus τcG is
cohereditary. Hence Theorem 4.4 gives us (a) ⇔ (b). Note that (b) ⇔ (c) by [G,
Prop. 5.10], (c) ⇔ (d) by [G, E5.10], and (d) ⇔ (e) is obvious. To show (d) ⇒ (f)
let M be τcG-torsion free; then Z(M) being projective implies Z(M) = 0 and M
is non-singular. Hence all τcG-torsion free modules are τG-torsion free: τG ≤ τcG.
The implication (f) ⇒ (g) is trivial. To prove (g) ⇒ (e), note that an injective
simple module cannot be small; therefore it cannot be singular by hypothesis and
must be projective. Finally, (e) ⇔ (h) is obvious.

Remark 4.7. Semilocal rings satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.6. A ring
R is called a left Kasch ring if it cogenerates all left simple R-modules. Of course
any left cogenerator ring (e.g., left PF-ring or QF-ring) is a left Kasch ring, but
the converse does not hold in general. (A ring is called left PF-ring if it is left
self-injective and left Kasch.)

As a corollary of Theorem 4.6 we note:

Corollary 4.8. For any semilocal left Kasch ring, τcG splits.

Remark 4.9. A result by Faith and Menal [FM] states that a left Kasch ring
with finite right uniform dimension is semilocal. Another result by Gómez Pardo
and Yousif [GPY] states that a left Kasch, right CS ring is semiperfect. Hence for
those rings τcG splits.

A sufficient and necessary condition for a semilocal ring to be left Kasch is the
following result that was pointed out to the author by Mark Teply. The left (resp.
right) annihilator of an ideal I is denoted by l(I) (resp. r(I)).

Proposition 4.10. A semilocal ring R with l(r(Jac (R))) = Jac (R) is a left
Kasch ring.

Proof. Assume that l(r(Jac (R))) = Jac (R) holds and that RE be a simple
module with E ≃ (Ra + Jac (R))/Jac (R) ≃ Ra/(Ra∩ Jac (R)) for an a ∈ R. Since
a /∈ Jac(R), there exists by hypothesis b ∈ r(Jac(R)) = Soc(RR) with ab 6= 0. Thus
we have an isomorphism φ : E → Rab with φ(rā) := rab. Hence R cogenerates all
simple left R-modules; R is a left Kasch ring. The converse is true for every left
Kasch ring.

Remark 4.11. Summarizing we have that τcG splits for the following clases of
rings:

• semilocal left Kasch rings;
• left Kasch rings with finite right Goldie dimension;
• left Kasch, right CS-rings;
• left V-rings;
• local rings;
• prime left Goldie rings, not left primitive;
• products of integral domains;
• commutative semiperfect rings;
• commutative noetherian semilocal rings;
• any finite direct product of the rings above.
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Note that commutative noetherian rings are “stable rings; i.e. every hereditary
torsion theory is stable. By Theorem 4.6 we know that τcG splits for semilocal
stable rings.

Remark 4.12. There are (local) rings with τcG splitting and additional rea-
sonable good properties (like ’injective cogenerator’ or ’artinian’) that are still not
QF. For instance F.Dischinger and W.Müller give a famous example of a local left
PF-ring that is not right PF (see [DM]), and Björks gives an example of a local
two-sided artinian ring with Jac (R)2 = 0 that is not left self-injective (see [B]).

On the other hand, even a two-sided artinian condition need not imply the

splitting of τcG. Let k be a field and R :=

(

k k
0 k

)

. Then R is two-sided

artinian. The left simple R-module R/Soc (RR) is injective but not projective, and
hence by Theorem 4.6 τcG does not split.

Proposition 4.13. Let R be a left artinian ring with Soc (RR) ⊆ Soc (RR).
Then τcG splits.

Proof. Any left singular R-module M is a R/Soc (RR)-module and so by
hypothesis is also a R/Soc (RR)-module. By [R82, Theorem 3] M is a left small
R-module; by Theorem 4.6(h) τcG splits.

We would like to end this note with a remark: In view of Theorem 4.4, is there
an example of a ring such that τcG is splitting but not cohereditary ?
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